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Most of the well known destinations of the world either have historical significance or are modern
metropolis. But Delhi, the capital city of India is a place where historical heritage and modern
innovations and architectures exist side by side. Being one of the oldest cities of the world, Delhi
depicts diverse kinds of cultural imprints from every era. Flights to Delhi that is available carry many
tourists every year to this multi-cultural city.

Be it the Pandavas or the Mughals who ruled most parts of the Indian sub continent in the medieval
period, every dynasty contributed a lot in the increasing significance and development of Delhi.  The
historical monuments such as the Red Fort, Qutub Minar that still stand tall depict the grandeur of
the above mentioned dynasties. When most parts of the world were underdeveloped, Delhi and its
surrounding places was the hub of one of the most developed civilizations of those times. The
cheap flights to delhi that are available helps people visit these historical monuments and go back in
time.

Also the influence of the British Raj that ruled India is abundantly found in what we now call as New
Delhi. It is also often called as Lutyensâ€™ Delhi as Edwin Lutyens was the architect who designed all
the important buildings like the Rashtrapati Bhawan, Sansad Bhawan, North Block, South Block
situated here. The Rashtrapati Bhawan is the official residence of the President of India. The
Sansad Bhawan houses the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha and thus is the center of Indiaâ€™s
legislature. The North Block, South Block on the other hand is home to many important ministries
thus being the hub of Indiaâ€™s executive. The flights for Delhi aim to showcase the significance of
these landmarks are symbol of Indiaâ€™s national pride and democracy.

Again in the modern times especially with the commencement of the new millennium Delhi has
experienced fast paced development with modern innovations and architectures coming up. The
Delhi flights with the best of connectivity bring in tourists who travel in the Delhi Metro System to
visit places like the Akshardham Mandir and Lotus temple.

All these tourist attractions in Delhi ranging from historical monuments, important landmarks to
religious places can also be visited using the Hop-On/Hop-Off (ho-ho) Bus service. The buses are
specially designed and air conditioned, plying along a definite route within fixed intervals of time.
The concept of this bus facility is to provide the tourists with a low budget and flexible sightseeing
option. The added services that are available are entertaining and knowledgeable tour guides, audio
guides, Online booking Facility, On board ticketing facility, availability of Monument entry tickets etc.
The Delhi flights tickets are booked in large numbers to visit the tourist destinations of Delhi using
this bus service.
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